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Adult education is one of the major areas of concern of the
public library and much of the literature in the library world indi¬
cates that its importance is firmly established. More evidence may
be noted by the fact that a special division of the American Library
Association was created in 1957 to give specific guidance and planning
for adult education activities. This division represents a persist¬
ent effort on the part of this national professional organization to
bring about the recognition of the adult education function of the
library. The adult Services Division of the American Library Associa¬
tion is;
...responsible for those library services designed to
provide continuing educational, recreational and cultural
development for adults in all types of libraries. This
responsibility includes the identification and evalua¬
tion of library materials (book and non-book) which are
useful in adult services (except reference); the stimula¬
tion of the production and use of such materials; and the
identification of the principles involved in their selection
and use.r
Historical Development of Adult Education
in the Public Library
There are many definitions of adult education and no one seems
to agree on an exact one. However, most persons would agree that it
^Wyllis E. Wright, ed., American Library and Book Trade Annual
(New York; Bowker Co., 19b0), p.2b8.
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is a continuous learning process throughout adult life, extending
beyond formal schooling. Two significant definitions given in 1926
in Libraries and Adult Education^ follow;
[Adult education| is based on a recognition of the great
trutli that education is a life long process, and the univer¬
sity graduate, as well as the man of little schooling, is
in constant need of further taihing |^icj , inspiration,
and mental growth; that the training obtained in school
and college is necessarily limited to fundamentals, and
that the real development of the individual lies in the
independent effort of later years.
It will be sufficient for the present purpose to refer
to adult education as representing the deliberate efforts
by which men and women seek to grow in knowledge after
the period of formal school has ended.
Andrew Hendrickson in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research states;
Adult education may be defined in terms of the individual
and groups served, agencies and institutions offering pro¬
grams, methods used, subject matter covered, functions, or
skills and proficiencies taught. More broadly it may be
defined as a means of social adjustment and also an educa¬
tional movement. Rochte examined many technical defini¬
tions and found general agreement that adult education is
characterized by being: (a) voluntary on the part of the
learner (b) part-time and (c) under organized auspices.
To complete this type of definition, we need add only
(d) for persons beyond compulsory school age. 2
The basic thread which runs through each of these definitions is
man’s desire to improve himself through continuous education. This
is just and right in a democratic society such as ours. Our nation
must have informed followers as well as intelligent leaders. Continu-
^American Library Association, Libraries and Adult Education,
A Study Made by the American Library Association (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1926), pp.l3,lt).
^Andrew Hendrickson, "Adult Education," Encyclopedia of Edu¬
cational Research, ed. by Chester W. Harris (3d ed. New York: Mac-
millan, 19t>0), p.30.
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ous education, then, is vital to the welfare of our society.
The public library has traditionally accepted education as a
part of its function. Ralph Ulveling, of the Detroit Public Library,
contends that not only have public libraries, as pioneers in this
country, made great contributions to education, but that they have
functioned differently from university libraries. That while these
institutions were established to serve students and scholars, the
public library was established to diffuse knowledge widely.^
It jthe public librarj^ was intended as a common center
to which all people of a community might go for whatever
information, inspiration, and even informal education they
might draw from recorded facts, from experience, or from
the aspirations of thoughtful men of all times.
In setting forth the objectives of the public library, Robert
Leigh lists three basic functions of the public library; namely, (1)
the assembling, preserving, and administering of books and related
educational materials in organized collections; (2) serving the com¬
munity as a general center of reliable information; and (3) providing
an opportunity for all people to educate themselves continually.3
In tracing the beginnings of adult education, it was pointed
out that the New England town meetings were the earliest forms of adult
education activity, but that this activity was limited to a few persons
and not intended to be educational in the usual terms. It was really
iRalph A. Ulveling, "The Public Library—An Educational Insti¬
tution?” Library Resources and Technical Services, III (Winter, 1959),
12.
2lbid.
3Robert D. Leigh, The Public Library in the U.S.; A Report of the
Public Library Inquiry (New York: Columbia University Press, 1950
lb-17.
h
the local institutions which sprang up during the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries that were more in keeping with the adult
education idea. Organized for the spreading of knowledge, some of
the more notable ones were the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
in Philadelphia, 1780; the Lowell Institute in Boston, l836; the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, l8U6; and the Cooper Union in
New York City, 1859• Of the national organizations, the Chautauquas
and lyceums may be mentioned. Of the two, the lyceums were the most
influential of organizations with which the library was most associated.
The "platform of the lyceums included the advancement of the public
schools and the establishment of free libraries.
If we glance at the history of early American libraries, we
find that almost all were operated in connection with the lyceums,or
the young men's associations, or civic groups. Some were opened to
readers by private philanthropists. All were conceived of as strict¬
ly educational. They were thought of as means by which mature men
and women might pursue enlightenment and culture.2
During the early period, the educational flincfion of public
libraries did not have the guidance and direction that they came to
have in later years. There were other aspects of librarianship being
emphasized then. But when adult education emerged as an organized
movement in 192it, librarians were eager to accept the challenge of
^Hendrickson, op.cit., p.32.
^Alvin Johnson, The Public Library—A People's University (New
York: American Association for Adult Education, 1938), p.22.
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being associated with it. After the calling of the first conference
on adult education by the president of the Carnegie Corporation, the
American Library Association, as one of the cooperating agencies,
appointed a commission to study the place of libraries in adult edu¬
cation. The commission published a report in 1926 entitled Librar¬
ies and Adult Education. The two general objectives listed in this
report for programs for adult education in libraries, in essence,
incorporated service to the individual and cooperation with other
agencies engaged in similar work in communities.^
Throughout the years public libraries have fulfilled their
educational role through service to the individual and service to
groups. Though fniitful activities have continually taken place,
the emphasis has not always been the same from one period to another.
Over the years modifications and changes in theory and practice have
taken place so much so that "libraries are still trying to define or
re-define their role in adult education."2 it was with this thought
in mind that this study was undertaken. The period beginning in
19^0 represents a distinct one in adult education activities. Sigrid
Edge characterized it in this manner:
By the 1950*s the ground work for library adult education
had been laid; what was now needed was support and leader¬
ship to bring into focus the diversity of activities and to
strengthen and organize in a more systematic way seirvices
most needed to meet the rapidly changing communities.
^Dorothy Rowden, ed.. Handbook of Adult Education in the U.S.
(New York: American Association for Adult Education, 1936), p.77.
2Marion E. Hawes, "The Role of the Large Public Library in
Adult Education," Libraiy Trends, VIII (July, 1959)> 15«
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By now the profession had demonstrated its capacity for
growth in adult education....^
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study was to survey the periodical litera¬
ture on adult education as it relates to the public library for the
period 195^ through 196? to ascertain what public libraries in the
United States have done regarding adult education. The literature
will be analyzed to see what the major emphasis has been regarding
adult education. It will try to determine how libraries have functioned
in accordance with the adult education idea. The study will not treat
the subject thoroughly but-will be limited to the findings of a selection
f\
of articles cited in Library Literature for the period 1958-1967.
Literature on adult education is voluminous. Other studies
on specific aspects of adult education as it relates to the public
library have been made. Among such studies are those by Harispe^ and
Childs.^ A broad survey using questionnaires was conducted by Helen
L. Smith^ for the American Library Association by means of a grant from
^Sigrid Edge, '‘The American Library Association and Adult Educa¬
tion," Library Trends, VIII (July, 1959),112.
^Library Literature (New York: H. W. Wilson, Co., 1958-*67).
%ary Mason Harispe, "TBie Role of the Public Library in an Under¬
privileged Neighborhood" (unpublished Master's thesis. Department of
Librsiry Science, Catholic University of America, 1961).
^Leroy Carter Childs, "A Study of Adult Education Activities
in the King Street Branch Library of Carrollton, Georgia" (unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1S60).
^Helen Lyman Smith, Adult Education Activities in Public Librar¬
ies (Chicago: American Library Association, 195i;).
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the Fund for Adult Education. Robert Ellis Lee made an exhaustive
study entitled Continuing Education for Adults through the American
Public Library, 1833--196U.^ His purpose was to determine to what
extent the public library was committed to adult education and to
describe this evolutionary process. This study will not be concerned
with the findings of any of the investigations mentioned; they are
only cited as examples of research conducted in this area. No sxirvey
of the literature for the purpose of discovering specific library pro¬
grams during the period 1958-196? was found to have been made.
A study of this kind is significant in that it brings together
a report of the efforts of various libraries and library agencies, and
shows what has been done in the immediate past by these libraries.
Further, it should make accessible a selected chronological list cf
articles on library services to the adult community for the period
studied. It may give libraries a chance to compare their programs
with those of other libraries, and also they may gain ideas for new
programs. Finally it could reveal whether or not the emphasis is
on serving the individual alone or in groups with which he might be
associated.
Methodology
Library Literature for the period 1958 through 196? was searched
to find articles on adult education programs by public libraries. It
was felt that reports on libraries and their activities would have
adequate coverage through this source. Entries were checked under the
following subject headings: ’’Adult education," "Adult education—Library
Robert Ellis Lee, Continuing Education for Adults through the
American Public Libraiy, i833-196ii (Chicago: American Library Association,
1966),
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participation," geographical subdivisions of the heading "Adult edu¬
cation" for states of the United States, "Public Libraries — Services
to groups," "Public libraries — Services to senior citizens," "Public
libraries—Services to foreign population," "Public libraries— Services
to shut-ins," "Public libraries — Services to illiterates,""Public
libraries — Services to business and industry," "Labor and the
library," and "Libraries and social and economic problems." The
titles of the articles determined whether or not they would be used in
the study. Titles of articles used are shown in Appendix A.
Next, the articles were read and annotated on 5" x 8" cards with
full bibliographical information. Topics treated in each article
were noted in red on each card. A checklist was devised in order to
determine which topics to look for in each article (see Appendix B).
After all the articles were re^d and notations were made on each card
of the topics discussed, the topics were recorded on a master checklist.
Bie checklist was used as a basis for the analysis and the findings
that are discussed in Chapter II.
A total of 52 articles were selected from 12 periodicals indexed
in Library Literature. The largest number of articles, lit, was
found in the Library Journal. The second largest number, nine, was
found in the Wilson Library Bulletin and the American Library Associa¬
tion Bulletin. The third largest number, six, was found in the
Wisconsin Library Bulletin (see Table 1). These articles were written
during the years 1958 through 196?. The largest number, 11, was
published in 1963. Slightly more, 28, were published from 196U-1967
than were published from 1958 through 1963. The number published
TABLE 1




Wilson Library Bulletin 9
American Library Association Bulletin 9
Wisconsin Library Bulletin 6
Illinois Libraries ii
Southeastern Librarian 2
North Carolina Libraries 2
Pennsylvania Library Association Bulletin 2
Ohio Library Association Bulletin 1
Maryland Libraries 1
Michigan Librarian 1
Mountain Plains Library Quarterly 1
Total 52
during the latter period was 2li (see Table 2).
After the checklist was tabulated, it showed that the public
library's concern with adult education was mentioned 172 times in 52
periodicals. The topic treated most frequently was Services, which
was mentioned 38 times. Grants and Federal Assistance were mentioned
lU times and Surveys and Commixnities Studies were mentioned seven
TABLE 2











times (see Table 3).
The numbers in the text in Chapter II refer to the numbered
items in Appendix A.
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Grants and Federal Assistance lii




AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED PERIODICAL ARTICLES CONCERNING
ADULT EDUCATION AND THE PUBLIC LIBRARY, 1958-196?
Programming
Cooperative enterprises .—Programming for adult education in
the public library was mentioned 38 times and cooperation with indivi¬
duals, other agencies, or.groups in co-sponsoring programs was mentioned
31 times (see Table ij.).
TABLE k
FREQUENCY OF THE TREATMENT OF PROGRAMING IN




Workshops, Conferences, In-Service Training .... 5
Added Personnel 2
Total 38
The Racine public library and the Racine Center of the University
of Wisconsin found numerous ways to work together and the work of both
organizations was enriched thereby. The University with its personnel
and the library with its mateidals served as rich reservoirs of resources
that supplemented each other in making liberal education available.
12
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One example mentioned was the spring and fall lecture series jointly
sponsored by the library and the University (17)• Also, «• sampling
of library programs in VUsconsin showed that public libraries worked
with organizations whose purpose was to serve senior citizens (ii2).
The Mobile, Alabama, public library cooperated with the local police
in book selection, cataloging and processing by placing a nucleus col¬
lection of 60 books and two periodical subscriptions on permanent loan
to the Police Department; and the Flint, Michigan, public library with
the Friends of the Library had a cooperative venture in community pro¬
grams by co-sponsoring a noon book review series (23, l8).
In Michigan, the Adult Education Council of Brown County, the
Kellogg Public Library and the Neville Public Museum joined in sponsor¬
ship of an integrated film and book discussion program. That is,
the books and the films were on the same subject. The film showing
occupied about one hour, followed by an open end discussion which
usually ran between three quarters of an hour to one hour. The leaders
were experienced local people and the films and books chosen for
presentation were in the humanities. The author stated that the
attendance was small — ^0 present as compared with 200 invitations
sent — but that the library should resist the temptation to measure
services in tenns of numbers and shoxild be concerned about distinction
and quality (2ii). The Flint Public Library worked with the Mott Founda¬
tion* in planning activities in the area of adult education and recreation.
*The Mott Foundation Program was founded by Charles Stewart
Mott, automotive pioneer and resident of Flint, Michigan, as a "grass
roots" long-range program of community improvement.
Ih
It was stated that some 9CX) study-recreation enrichment opportunities
were offered (5).
An interesting development in southeast Wisconsin was the organi¬
zation of the Lake Geneva Adult Education Council. In a town of about
5,000 population, several agencies, including the Lake Geneva Public
Library, came together to coordinate and promote adult education work
in the community. The fee was $5.00 for each organization and the
Council published a bulletin twice a year listing the offerings in the
commTinity (6). An adult class for foreign-born residents was conducted
by the LaCrosse (Wisconsin) Public Library and was assisted with class
registrations by the office of the evening school of the LaCrosse
Coleman Vocational and Technical Adult School. Students were recruited
from the area with assistance from the Milwaukee Immigration Office,
which provided names of those who should be participants (iUi).
The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh and various women's organi¬
zations co-sponsored their third biennial institute for club program
chairmen. The first was held in 1956, the second in 1958, and the
third in I960. The emphasis was on program planning and the library
pointed out its resources which would be of value to this group. The
groups included were Parent-Teacher Associations^Federation of Women's
Clubs, including Business Women, Negro and Jewish, League of Women
Voters, the Y.W.C.A.j and the Adult Education Council. The institute
proved to be very satisfactory to all participants (lii).
When the Cumberland County Public Library of Fayetteville, North
Carolina, held adult literacy classes in 1961, the staff worked with
two community organizations; namely, the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
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and the Pilot dub (U3)* Mailing bags and postage fees for the ser¬
vice to the aged conducted by the Grand Rapids (Michigan) Public
Library, were donated by the Zonta Club, a local service organization
of that city, (12).
The public library and businessmen in Ashland, Ohio, cooperated
in a book purchase and periodical exchange venture. In order to
promote service to the business and industrial conmunity, it was felt
that the Industrial Arts Index should be made available with periodical
coverage of the main facets of endeavor in that area. The library
agreed to subscribe to the Index if the companies would allow the library
to pick up the issues of the periodicals indexed that they normally
discarded. The library would file the issues for as long a period
as was necessary to fulfill the needs of the firms and businesses for
research (1).
In Illinois, the Decatur Council on Adult Education is an
effective agency for telling residents of the Decatur area about what
is going on in education for adults, and the Decatur Public Library is
one of the 28 members of the organization (13). Gray's article dis¬
cussed the range and variety of programs that could be developed in a
public library to bring it closer to its community. In April, 19U7»
the Junior League of Oklahoma City founded and incorporated the Com¬
munity Workshop and in 1951, the workshop became a division of the
Oklahoma City Libraries. Some of the programs mentioned were the
opera forum and the "Medicine and You" series which were successful
because of the personal close contact with the people (2).
Several individuals cooperated when the Chester, Pennsylvania,
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public librarian set up an information center in the heart of town
to tell the community about the library and its expanded and expanding
program of service. The president of the board arranged for the free
use of a store on the main business street and the chairman of the
Chester National Library Week Committee, who was also a board member,
and the mayor's wife coordinated all phases of the planning, working
closely with the librarian and a state library consultant. Through
displays of subject materials, the wide variety of topics covered by
the library collection was emphasized. It was said that the people
of Chester did come to the center. Many were first attracted by two
store windows decorated mainly with hobby collections and books related
to hobbies (ii6).
Workshops, conferences and in-service training.—Workshops,
conferences and in-seivice training were mentioned five times (see
Table i;). The Committee on Reading Improvement for Adults of the
Adult Services Division of the American Library Association with the
cooperation of'the Public Library Association held a workshop on books
for adults beginning to read in consideration of their responsibility
to the functionally illiterate (36). A workshop was held on the
campus of Northwest Community College, Powell, Wyoming, in August, 1965,
which utilized and demonstrated the many types of program techniques,
including lectures, forums, panels, and colloquia- (3U).
At the Rochester, New York, public library, a special in-service
training program prepared librarians who volunteered to work with adults
in culturally deprived neighborhoods (52).
Librarians and others were participants in a conference of the
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nation's textbook publishers to consider, among other things, what
reading materials were needed by the functionally illiterate (28).
A one-day conference on library service for the under-educated was held
at the Graduate School of Library Science, Drexel Institute of Tech¬
nology, in 1965, under the chairmanship of Dorothy Bendix, and the Free
Library of Philadelphia and the Adult Services Division of the Public
Library Association enthusiastically cooperated in the program plan¬
ning (32).
Added personnel.—Additional personnel was mentioned twice (see
Table U). A reading specialist was added to the staff of the Cle veland
Reading Center project, and the Brooklyn Public Library appointed three
staff members as community coordinators to act as liaison between the
library and community organizations and individuals in disadvantaged
areas in the borough (39, 25)*
Services
Stimulation.—Services provided by public libraries in fulfilling
their educational function was mentioned 113 times and Stimulation
was mentioned 50 times (see Table 5)»
Public libraries provided incentive to use their resources in
a number of ways. Table 6 shows the various methods and techniques
used and the number of times each was mentioned.
The Illinois State Library published a graded bibliography
for adults learning to read and it was available for free distribution
from both the Illinois State Library and the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction. The pvirpose of the list was to suggest books
that could be read for pleasure or that could give added information
TABLE 5
FREQUENCY OF THE TREATMENT OF SERVICES IN PERIODICAL
LITERATURE ON ADULT EDUCATION, 1958-196?
Topic Frequency
Stimulation 50





FREQUENCY OF THE TREATMENT OF STIMULATION IN PERIODICAL
LITERATURE ON ADULT EDUCATION, 1958-196?
Topic Frequency
Preparation of lists 10
Displays and exhibits ....... 9
Films and film programs . . . , ?
Other ?
Advertising and publicity 6
Book talks and reviews
Forums and lectures li




on subjects studied in school. Books were divided into three groups
according to difficulty; Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced*
Whatever the reading level, the books were dignified in tone (27).
The Grand Rapids, Michigan, public library sent booklists to the aged
who requested their mailing service, and the Miami, Florida, public
library provided booklists for various groups including the aged (12,
22).
The Milwaukee, Madison and Racine, Wisconsin, public libraries
worked with agencies giving pre-retirement programs and provided lists
on the subject, while the Racine public library provided lists for
the lecture series co-sponsored by the library and the Racine Univer¬
sity Center (ii2, 17).
Displays and exhibits were mentioned nine times. National
Library Week provided two libraries with the opportunity to arrange
displays and exhibits. The NAtionsQ. Library Week Committee in St.
Loiiis, Missouri, arranged special exhibits in five street windows in
businesses in the downtown area, and special subject displays showing
the variety of materials available from the library were a part of
the advertisement connected with the Chester, Pennsylvania, public
library information center (21, li6)«
In Gband Rapids, Michigan, the public library had an exhibit
in the main floor display case which showed samples of senior citizens'
skills produced by members of the arts and crafts class of the public
recreation department. A newspaper feature story, with a picture,
described the use made of the library's books and magazines by a crafts
teacher, herself a senior citizen, who at the age of 76 had developed
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more than iiO hobbies (12).
In the Green River Regional Library, Hartford, Kentucky, a
series of art classes was organized and became a part of the library's
program. Following a small art exhibit in the library, a group of
citizens asked the librarian about the possibility of having some of
the artists to teach adult art classes in the library. The library
agreed and it has now become a center of culture in the community
with the influx of patrpns bringing etchings, prints, and sculpture
to the library for information and evaluation (U5)«
Film programs ranked third according to a survey on cultural
activities in Illinois libraries conducted in 1958 by the Publications
Unit of the Illinois State Library (8). According to a report of
activities in the Wicomico County Library, in Maryland, a series of
film programs was begun in 1958 and 1959* in which films were shown
on the values of films in program planning (3).
Other experiences provided by public libraries were those of
the Los Angeles, California, public library and the Withers, Illinois,
public library. The former provided useful work experience opportu¬
nities for unemployed young men and women so that their employability
might be increased or their education resumed, and the latter offered
a two-hour course, "Use of Library Resources" (26,11).
Advertising and publicity were mentioned six times. In Ardmore,
Oklahoma, the public library sent quantity copies of a brochure on
its overall services to the larger employers in the community, asking
them to enclose a copy of the library's publicity release along with
their paychecks, and the educational television station in Miami,
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Florida, presented the library's weekly program, "Preface to Books,"
led by a University of Miami faculty member (21, 22).
Book talks and reviews were mentioned four times. The Adult
Services Section of the Flint, Michigan, public library, with the
Friends of the Library, sponsored "Booked for Lunch," a noon book-
review series where people listened to a review and ate lunch at the
same time. The library ordered box lunches from a catering company
for those who wanted them for $1.00. The majority of people, however,
brought their own lunch. The program was very popular and successful
(l8). In Grand Rapids, Michigan, special bibliographies of craft and
hobby books accompanied with library displays were prepared for the
Senior Skills Show sponsored annually for seven years by the local
Civitan Club. One year the library presented a demonstration show
featxiring a book talk, film showing and a recording all on the theme
of the Grand Canyon (12).
Forums and lectures were mentioned four times. The public
library of Lakewood, Ohio, a residential suburb near Cleveland, under¬
took a small experimental adult education program on "Occupational
Trends and Career Planning" in the fall of 1961+. This program con¬
sisted of informal forums designed to highlight for adults some of the
changes taking place in occupations and to acquaint them with the
library's resources in these fields. Overall attendance was 26l,
with an average attendance of 65 at meetings. The forum received
widespread publicity (33). In response to a questionnaire sent to
50 large libraries in Wisconsin by the Division for Library Services
of the Project Committee on Family Life Education, 13 libraries said
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that they had lecture-discussion type programs which were mostly
held for mothers during the pre-school story hours which their children
attended (III).
Book or other discussion groups were mentioned three times.
Swenson's article stated that many senior citizens were in attendance
at Great Books, Great Decisions, and adult film series in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin (U2). By request, the public library in Miami, Florida,
sponsored a workshop "to explore techniques by which any topic, no
matter how controversial, could be discussed intelligently and object¬
ively." The workshop was limited to 25 people and was as broad in
scope as any organization could be. It included representatives of
the major religions and several races and varied political and economic
views. The group was said to be perfect for an experiment in con-
stnictive discussion; it met for six weeks and was successful. Many
members reported that they were using the techniques developed in the
workshop (16).
Films and film programs were mentioned seven times. In Wisconsin,
the Woman's Club of Shawano and the library co-sponsored a series of
12 monthly film programs which were shown in the Shawano Room at the
library. A book display related to the film and a changing art ex¬
hibit enriched the pleasure of the men and women who attended (li2).
The Cleveland, Ohio, public library financed a film, "Step a Little
Higher," which showed motivation and problems of the adult who over¬
comes fear, shame, and handicaps in order to learn to read (52).
Services to groups.—Services to groups were mentioned 38 times.
Table 7 identifies these groups and shows the number of times services
TABLE 7
FREQUENCY OF THE TREATMMT OF SERVICES TO GROUPS IN





Disadvantaged and Low Economic 6
Shut-ins 5
Business and Industry U
Other U
Foreign Population . 2
Labor 1
Total 38
to them were mentioned.
Services to the Aged were mentioned nine times. Winnick's
article stated that older American is a generic term referring to
the one in 10 of the population who is 65 years old or older (52).
Agencies in Newport, Vermont, received $25,8o8 to develop a
model program for using older people as part-time aides in libraries
with small budgets and inadequate staffs. The project would help
communities in Orleans, Essex, and Caledonia counties become aware
of the library services and resources available to them while demon¬
strating the capability of older people to handle library work. The
23
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The Vermont Free Public Library Service would train the elderly
people as aides, and its area representative would serve as local con¬
sultant during the year. The aides would conduct story hours for
children,help'ih cataloging and clerical duties and perform other
duties that would make it possible for the libraries to remain open for
longer hours (52). The Withers Public Library in Bloomington, Illinois,
had "Thursday Afternoon at Tea" for senior citizens. Older people
were invited to come to the library to listen to book reviews, or just
for an exchange of ideas (11).
A library program was tried out for the Golden Age Club in
Baltimore, Maryland, a group sponsored by the city's Bureau of Recreation.
It was arranged that the librariai of the Patterson Park Branch of the
Enoch Pratt Free Library would visit the group once a month, take a col¬
lection of books, talk about them briefly at the beginning of the meet¬
ing and give those present time to examine the books and borrow those
that appealed to them. Routines were kept as simple as possible.
Between October and August, 10 trips were made to the recreation bureau.
Books were borrowed at nine meetings and eight new borrowers were
registered. Throughout the experiment $9 items circulated. Though
the results seemed small statistically, the librarian felt that the
effort had been worthwhile (15)•
With the aid of a federal grant of $53,310, the St. Louis,
Missouri, public library undertook a new program to bring library ser¬
vices to the aged. The library took book carts into dwelling units of
the aged withih'housing complexes, private homes for the aged and public
institutions for the elderly, chronically ill, and disabled. When
25
feasible, library personnel would visit homes of aged individuals who
had no other means of obtaining library service. Some 25,000 books
would be made available to the program and a special services vehicle
would transport the materials and staff to the scheduled stops (ij.7)«
Services to illiterates were mentioned seven times. At a pre¬
conference institute of the American Library Association in New York
City, a workshop was held on books for adults beginning to read.
Concentration was on types of materials that could be used with the
functionally illiterate (37)• In Haddonfield, New Jersey, librarians
and textbook publishers were participants in a conference concerning
the functionally illiterate. Emphasis was on three points: namely,(a)
0.0 and where are they? (b) what is being done about them? and (c)
what reading materials do they need? The conferdrence was vinder
the auspices of the American Textbook Publishers Institute co-sponsored
by the U.S. Office of Education (28). In July, 1965, the Cleveland,
Ohio, public library was awarded a Library Services and Construction
Act grant from the Ohio State Library Board to cariy on an experiment
with the ''limited adult reader." The grant made it possible to
establish three Reading Centers for Limited Adult Readers within the
library system* Two of these centers were located in branch libraries,
and one was located in the main library (39)*
The Boston, Massachusetts, public library planned to provide
modern library service to the residents of the city's low-income areas
through the establishment of six Neighborhood Reading and Information
Centers (NRIC) in a three-year experiment. The purpose of the Neigh¬
borhood Reading and Information Centers was to make service "physically
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and psychologically accessible, improve communication between the
library and the community, and reduce functional illiteracy*' - (52).
In an attempt to locate materials helpful to adults who were
functionally illiterate, the Kalamazoo, Michigan, Library System initiated
its Adult Reading Center in 196i|.* The Center comprised over 300 hooks,
pamphlets, magazines, charts, records, and instructional programs (teach¬
ing machines) in two categories: those aimed at the individual student
and those selected for his teacher or tutor (35)•
Dorothy Shue's article, dated Summer, 1966, stated that literacy
classes had been in the Cumberland County Public Library of Fayetteville,
North Carolina, since October, 1961, and were initiated as a result of
studies made from 1958 through I960 during the period of the Library
Community Project. Classes were held in their Gillespie Street Branch
and the main library. The lesson procedure was to show a 30-minute
film, one of the Streamlined Reading Series, and to follow this with
30 minutes of review and personal instmiction. There were 96 films
shown in the series and studies were over a period between October and
April (1:3).
Services to the Disadvantaged and Low Economic Group were men¬
tioned six times. The New York Public Library launched a pilot project
providing for enriched and expanded services in central Harlem. It
was called the North Manhattan Project and was financed by the state
under the Library Services and Construction Act. The project involved
the library's Countee Cullen Regional Branch and the Schomburg Collection
of Negro literature and history and served adults and others in search
of reading skills (31).
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On June 18, 1965, the Qioch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore,
Maryland, signed a contract whereby the library agreed to carry out
the component program. Library Services, as included in the Community
Action Program of the city. The library set up collections in centers
with special attention to selection and type. Easy reading materials,
largely job and skill oriented, were also bought for use in coc^eration
with some of the adult basic education programs. It was concluded that
Pratt's community action program was one of cooperation with the Com¬
munity Action Agency in the war against poverty (50).
Library visits, in Brooklyn, at least, were an accepted and
integral feature of the Operation Second Chance (CSC) coiirse, a program
sponsored by the New York City Labor Department and the Board of Edu¬
cation. In its second year focus was on concern for basic literacy.
At the Macon Branch, Thelma Gipson talked to the group about how refer¬
ence books could answer some of their everyday questions and how the
catalog could help them find things in the library (30).
Services to Shut-ins were mentioned five times. The Los
Angeles, California, public library received a federal grant of $27,112
under the Library Services and Construction Act to initiate a pilot
study providing library service to city residents confined to their
beds or homes. The service was provided to those disabled after a
prolonged illness. Books were taken to homes by the director every two
weeks. The resources of the entire circulating collection in the
library were available (i|.0).
Ihe Grand Rapids, Michigan, public library devised a mailing ser¬
vice to local residents who were unable to come to the library because
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of age or physical limitations. Each month persons requesting the
service received a hook list from the library. Titles could be checked
or special requests listed and the books would be mailed for a three-
week loan period (12).
Service to Business and Industry was mentioned four times.
Vainstein’s article, ”1960 Highlights in Public Library Service to
Business," said that a number of public librarians decided to go beyond
the traditional medium of boold.ets, newspapers and magazine articles
to publicize their services and resources to the business community and
that a frequently used device was that of direct mail ”ads“ to local
businesses and associations. She further stated that Indianapolis,
Indiana, using the state industrial directory to select names of over
1,000 small business concerns, those with less than 25 employees, the
library sent letters describing its many specialized reference services
and invited businessmen to make use of these services (21).
The Mobile, Alabama, public library opened a division to provide
specialized services to exporters and importers who shipped through
the port of Mobile. Ihe new library was located in the International
Trade Center of the Alabama State Docks in Mobile. The library worked
closely with the International Trade Center in collecting and classify¬
ing all types of data that would be useful to both domestic and foreign
shippers (1^8).
The Crandall Library of Glens Falls, New York, inaugurated an
occupational group registration plan during National Library Week in
order to determine if the library could reach a larger public through
outside registration. The library issued borrowers' cards imprinted
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with the participating firm's name which would allow every employee
to borrow books, records, pamphlets, and magazines. Over 6,000
borrowers' cards were distributed (9).
Services to Other Groups were mentioned four times. Physicians
were among other groups served by public libraries. Public libraries
in 122 Indiana communities were able to supply technical information
to local physicians through a teletype and long distance telephone
network which included the Indiana State Library and the Indiana Univer¬
sity School of Medicine (U9)•
Services to the Foreign Population were mentioned twice. The
Lacrosse,Wisconsin,public library, conducted an adxilt class for the
foreign born seeking naturalization. The class was designed to prepare
students for the examination for United States citizenship and for their
responsibilities as members of American communities (ij-ii). The Miami,
Florida, public library's traveling branch stopped all day in Flamingo
Park, one day per week. Yiddish books and newspapers were a part of
the collection since a great percentage of Miami Beach's population
was made up of foreign born Jewish people (22).
Service to Labor was mentioned once. The librarians of the Free
Public Library, Trenton, New Jersey, established rapport between them¬
selves and organized labor unions by forming a book discussion group.
The librarians prepared lists used as a basis for the discussions, and
books were selected with situations with which the people were familiar.
The group average attendance was 12. All participants expressed a
desire to continue the program a second year (?)•
Materials.—Various types of materials were provided by librar-
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ians in the public library in fulfilling their educational function.
The supplying of these materials was mentioned l8 times. Librarians
have paid particular attention to books and other materials in their
concern for various literacy programs. For the adult literacy clas¬
ses held in the Cumberland County public library of Fayetteville,
North Carolina, the library supplied books and materials, a motion
picture projector, and arranged film bookings (U3)» The Enoch Pratt
Free Library of Baltimore, Maryland, set up library collections in its
neighborhood centers, and the Boston, Massachusetts, public library
put special collections in their six Neighborhood Reading and Informa-
itibh:Centers (^0,52). The New York public library bought more
materials dealing with Negro life, history, and culture for its North
Manhattan Projectj and, in Cleveland, Ohio, the public library enlarged
its book lending service customarily given to adult education classes
conducted in public schools (31* 38), Over 300 books, pamphlets,
magazines, charts, records, and instznictional programs (teaching
machines) were placed in the Kalamazoo, Michigan, public library
adult reading centers (35)•
At the request of the mayor, the Mobile, Alabama, public library
prepared a nucleus collection of 60 books and two periodical subscrip¬
tions for permanent loan to the local police department. The police
department paid for the books, but they were selected, bought, cataloged,
and processed by the library, and they remained the property of the
library. It was hoped that, in time> the collection would grow into
a fine professional library. The object was to stimulate self-educa¬
tion by all policemen, especially those desiring promotion (23).
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The Rochester, New York, public library's "Books to People"
project was designed to have books on hand when interest of a group
demanded it. When the Rochester Institute ot Technology set up a
ten-session seminar, the instructor took books precharged to each
session so that people could borrow them directly (21).
In its service to senior citizens, the Grand Rapids, Michigan,
public library mailed special books to older people who were unable
to come to the library for physical reasons, and the librarian of the
Patterson Park Branch, Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore, Maryland,
took a collection of books once a month to the Golden Age dub, a
group sponsored by the city's recreation bureau (12, 15).
The Wicomico County Library, Maryland, added more books on pro¬
gramming techniques for the benefit of other organizations (3).
Physical facilities.—The use of the library's physical faci¬
lities, that is the providing of space for meetings and special pro¬
grams, was mentioned seven times. The librarian of the Southwark
Branch, Free Library of Philadelphia, said that one of the major aspects
of working with the under-educated of the community was the problem
of reaching them and maintained that the PTA provided an opportunity
for introducing people to the library. It was suggested to each school
in the neighborhood that the PTA hold one or two of its meetings in
the library. At one school's meetings, the largest turnout in
history occurred when 200 people attended. These meetings were held
in the afternoon during school hours and parents brought their pre¬
school children. While the children heard stories in their depart¬
ment, the adult librarian talked to parents about books and conducted
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them on a tour of the, library (32).
The Kalamazoo, Michigan, library system provided space for a
ten-week course one evening per week to train persons to teach illiter¬
ates and in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Golden Age dlubs were invited
to use the meeting rooms at the library since a number or organizations
already made of these rooms (33> 12).
Surveys and Community Studies
According to the literature examined, libraries initiated,
conducted, or participated in surveys and community studies. Such
studies were mentioned seven times. The purpose of surveys, mainly,
was to determine what had been done or what needed to be done in the
area of adult education. The North Carolina State Library made an
inventory of ad-ult education activities of public libraries in the
state, and the study revealed that libraries were making available
adult education materials, assisting in planning adult education
activities, offering consultant services concerning adult education
activities, providing training for people engaged in adult education,
and serving as a clearing house for adult education efforts in the
community. The author of this article, Gordan Blackwell, said that
the institutional structure of each community should determine just
what role the library should play in adult education (10).
The Wicomico. County Library, Maryland, undertook an intensive
study of the community as a part of the Library-Commiinity Project.
It revealed that juvenile delinquency was the first concern in that
community, and that the library's role should be that of working more
effectively with other organizations in programs to combat juvenile
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delinquency. Consequently, the library added more books on program¬
ming techniques, and 85 organizations received letters offering the
services of the library. An exhibit of books and pamphlets on devel¬
oping leadership was displayed in a downtown store window (3)«
Marjorie E, Kroehler, librarian of the Freeport, Illinois,
public library stated that for the purpose of investigation of adult
education as a feature of public library service, mail questionnaires
were sent to 80 libraries in the state. Of the 80 libraries that were
sent questionnaires, kl responded and though responses were varied,
replies indicated that for the most part, libraries in the state of
Illinois were somewhat lax in their approaches to the community (19).
A similar fact was brought out in a survey in Wisconsin.
Margaret Monroe said that in 1962 Wisconsin took stock of its adult
readers. In interviews with more than a thousand expertly selected
random adults the University researchers found that 1? percent said
they were using libraries at least once a month. Although many adults
knew about libraries, 8? percent said they would go there if they
wanted a good book to read, 28 percent said they would go if they
needed to find out how to do something, or to find a fact. Adults,
however, in Wisconsin were not highly motivated in the use of libraries
— perchance they did not want to read a good book or know some new
fact because UO percent said they had never been in a public library.
Miss Monroe further stressed the need for all adults to use the
library and said that using the library must now become as familiar
as using the telephone (29).
Also, in Illinois, in November, 1958, the Publications Unit of
3U
the Illinois State Library mailed to all public libraries in the
state a questionnaire concerning cultural activities sponsored by the
library. The questionnaire was divided into 10 categories and the
survey was intended to determine, if possible, the amount and type
of extra-curricular activities sponsored by libraries. Of the U72
questionnaires sent, 170 were returned. Approximately one third,
ot 58, reported that they sponsored or had sponsored cultural acti¬
vities. Discussions and art were the two categories having the most
entries (8).
In Wisconsin, a survey was taken by the Project Committee on
Family Life Education to determine what public libraries were contri¬
buting to this area of education. Questionnaires were sent to 50
of the larger librailes in Wisconsin and replies were received from
32. Lectures and discussion type programs were named by some and
others said they prepared booklists, and provided space for meetings
(ILL).
Before the Ehoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore, Maryland, and
the Community Action Commission could decide what part of the city was
to be designated as the ’’action area” in their war on poverty, a co¬
ordinated study of the inner city was initiated under the Health and
Welfare Council of Baltimore, a private agency partly supported by
city funds. The part of the area determined to be the ’’action area”
was southeast Baltimore, because of a high rate of unemployment or
under-employment, crime, and juvenile delinquency (50).
Grants and Federal Assistance to Libraries
Many libraries were able to carry out extensive programs
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because of grants or federal funds. Grants and federal assistance were
mentioned lii times. The Library Services and Construction Act was a
key source from which funds were derived for six library programs. The
Cleveland, Ohio, public library's three reading centers were funded under
the Library Services and Constniction Act, .for it was in 1965 that the
Cleveland public library received a grant of $111,000 to initate this
project els'). The Boston,Massachusetts, public library's Neighbor¬
hood Reading and Information Centers were made possible under state
agency plans from the Library Services and Construction and Elementary
and Secondary Education Acts (52). The information center in Chester,
Pennsylvania, was spurred on by a two-year grant of the Library Services
and Construct Act funds(1+6). These same funds made possible the supply¬
ing of technical information to local physicians in public libraries in
122 Indiana communities. The system was said to be the first in the
Midwest. There was no charge to users fer either the long distance
telephone calls, which were charged to a special credit number, or the
teletype service, the cost of these being met through Library Services
and Constmiction Act Funds (1+9). The Los Angeles, California, public
library's service to shutr^ins was funded under a grant of $27,112 from
the Library Services and Construction Act (i+O). The New York, New York,
public library's North Manhattan Project in central Harlem was financed
by a $157*500 grant federally administered by the state under the Library
Services and Construction Act, This project was intended to demonstrate
the cultural enrichment and social incentives a library can provide when
money is available (31).
At least two libraries were pilot libraries for the Library-Com¬
munity Project financed by grants from the Fund for Adult Education.
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The Cumberland County public library of Fayetteville, North Carolina,
was a pilot library for that state and adult literacy classes were held
in the library as a result of studies made during the period 1958-
1960 (i;3, During 1958 and '^9^9 the Wicomino County library had
completed a third year as a pilot library in Maryland and as a part
of that project, an intensive study of the community was undertaken
(3).
In Kalamazoo, Michigan, the library director assigned $1,000
of state aid funds so that a collection of materials could be started
under Title II of the Economic Opportunity Act for the library's adult
reading center, and the work with,the aged project of the Adreance
Memorial Library of Poughkeepsie, New York, was financed by a grant
of $2,817 from the Older Americans Act program (35> 5l)»
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to survey the periodical litera¬
ture in librarianship for the period 1958 through 196? to ascertain
what public libraries in the United States had done regarding adult
education, to determine how libraries had functioned in accordance
with the adult education idea, and to see what the emphasis was
during this period.
Adult education functions were treated 172 times in 52 period¬
icals indexed in Library Literature, 1958-1967. The topic most fre¬
quently mentioned was Servicesj it was mentioned 113 times. Next
in frequency was Programmingj it was mentioned 38 times. Grants and
Federal Assistance were mentioned II4. times and Surveys and Community
Studies were mentioned seven times.
Of the 113 times Services were mentioned. Stimulation was men¬
tioned 50 timesj Services %o Groups, 38 times; Materials, I8 times,
and Physical facilities, seven times. Librarians tried to motivate
adults to use their resources in a variety of ways, such as prepara¬
tion of lists, book talks and reviews, displays and exhibits, book or
other discussion groups, films and film programs, forums and lectvures,
advertising and publicity. Almost all of these means were employed
in connection with some planned activity. The planned activity could
be the library's program entirely or it could be one of co-sponsorship.
Services to Groups were mentioned 38 times and these groups were
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identified as Aged, Illiterates, Disadvantaged and Low Economic Groups,
Shut-ins, Business and Industry, Foreign Population, Labor, and Other.
The Aged and the Illiterates were mentioned more times than any of
the other groups. Libraries have tried new and different programs
in their attempts to held eradicate functional illiteracy. They
have tried to make knowledge accessible to the unlearned. The
establishment of reading centers in Cleveland, Ohio, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, aid Boston, Massachusetts, are excellent examples to show
the library's concern for the illiterate. Libraries have focused
their attention on literacy materials and have offered their auditor¬
iums for use as classrooms for various courses.
Programming was mentioned 38 times. Librarians have partici¬
pated in conferences and workshops to find out who the various groups
are that need service and ^just what type of service is best for them.
Librarians have looked at their own personnel to see if specialists,
consultants, or special appointments are needed to carry out specific
programs. Libraries have joined with other community agencies to
form adult education councils to keep their communities informed on
activities, and to avoid overlapping or duplication of efforts.
Grants and federal assistance were mentioned seven times. Ihe
major force in permitting libraries to carry out extensive programs
was the Library Services and Construction Act. All of the reading
centers mentioned in this study were funded under this Act.
Surveys and community studies were mentioned seven times.
To effectively plan programs, surveys of various kinds were necessary.
Libraries inventoried their communities, other libraries, or individuals
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to determine what use was being made of their resources. Surveys
further served the purpose of letting libraries know where to con¬
centrate their efforts.
On the basis of the findings of this study,it would seem justi¬
fiable to conclude that libraries during this period from 1958 through
1967 have concentrated on serving groups, rather than individuals.
Libraries have not been so concerned with finding newer ways of serving
old users, bur rather with finding ways to reach more users, especial¬
ly the unlearned.
Libraries seemed to have redoubled their efforts to make know¬
ledge accessible to all people. Because of their flexibility,
libraries represent one of the best adult education agencies in the
community. Truly the public library is the people's university.
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